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In Berstel's book, Berstel [l] , one may find a proof of Choffiut's theorem, which is essentially the same as the original one, see [3] . In Reutenauer [7] , the second author has given another proof, by introducing the difSerentia1 of a subsequential function, which generalizes the same notion for sequential functions, see [4] . Unfortunately, this definition is inadequate in general, so that proof is not correct. In the present note, we restrict the definition of a differential to subsequential functions having a prefix-closed domain: this allows us to give our main result (Theorem 2.1) which is a generalization of the theorem of Ginsburg and Rose. Then, another argument allows us to deduce
Choffrut's theorem. We have tried to separate the proof in several lemmas, which show clearly the ideas involved; most of them are already in Choffrut's work, but we believe that the present note will clarify things and give more audience to this wonderful result. A word about terminology: the word "subsequential" is unfortunate, since these functions should be called simply "sequential"; but we keep the usual terminology, and hope that someone will find some day a definite terminology. Also "bounded variation" has also be called "continuous", or "uniformly bounded" in Reutenauer and
Schtitzenberger [8] . We go back to the initial terminology.
Notations and terminology
As usual, A* denotes the free monoid generated by the jinite alphabet A and 1 the empty word. In general, letters (i.e. elements of A) will be denoted by a, b, c, . . . , and words (i.e. elements of A*) will be denoted by u, u, w, . . . We denote also by A(*) the free group generated by A, and by 191 the reduced length of an element LJ of A(*). Also let A+ =A*\l.
The prejx distance is the distance on A* defined by d(u, v) = /u-'01 = ju-'~1. In this form, it is easy to show that the triangular inequality is satisfied. An alternative definition is d(u,u)= 111'1 + Iv/I, where u=pu', v =pv' and p is the longest common prefix of u and u (cf. [l, p. 1041). Given two alphabets A and B, let f be a fimction (which here means partial jiunc- in Reutenauer [7] , where the subsequential transducer which is constructed turns out to be sequential, when the function is prefix preserving.
An extension of the Ginsburg-Rose theorem Theorem 2.1. Let f : A* + B* be a function with prefix-closed domain. The following properties are equivalent: (i) f is subsequential, (ii) f -' preserves rationality of languages and for some k d(f(w),f(wa))<k zf w, wa E dom( f ), (iii) the difirential cp of f has a jnite image and q-'(t) is rational for any t in B(*).
This result extends the theorem of Ginsburg-Rose on sequential functions, as it is stated in Eilenberg [4, Theorem XI. 6.31, where sequential functions are called generalized sequential partial functions.
Theorem 2.2 (Ginsburg-Rose).
Let f be a prejx-preserving function A* + B*. The following properties are equivalent:
preserves rationality of languages and for some k d(f(w),f(wa))<k if w, wa in dom( f ), (iii) the dtfjerential cp off has ajnite image and q-'(t) is rational,for any t in B*.
In order to deduce the previous theorem from Theorem 2.1, it is enough to use the remarks on sequential functions given in Section 1.
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We turn now to the proof of Theorem 2. is rational. This is Lemma 6(i) in Reutenauer and Schiitzenberger [8] , for which we give a lucid proof, by reworking the ideas already present in the work of Choffrut.
Proof. Note that if f,g satisfy the hypothesis, so do their restriction to rational languages. We proceed by a series of reductions. We begin by showing that L( 1,l) is rational.
Suppose that f(w), g(w)
if defined have always the same length. By (2), in order that f(w)=g(w), it is sufficient that either these words have length >N and have the same suffix of length N, or these words are equal and of length <N. Hence,
is a rational language. 2. The general case of L( 1,l) may be reduced to part 1 if we show that the language K={wcA*, if(w>l=jg(w)l} t IS ra ional (indeed, we then replace f and g by their restriction to K). Now by (2), the length of f(w) and g(w) differ at most by N. (0, 1,. . . , N} such that /f(w)1 E Jy(w)l E imod(N + 1). Hence,
Hence 1 f (w)l = Ig(w)l H 3 i E
K = u f -'(Bi(BN+' )*) n g-'(B'(B"+')*),
O<iGN
which is rational by hypothesis.
In order to prove rationality of L(u, v), define the function f',g' by f'(w) = f (w)u-' and g'(w) = g(w)v-' (where x + y-' = 0 if xy-' E B(*)\B*). Then w EL
(u, v) @ j"'(w) = g'(w). Hence, it is enough to show that f ', g' satisfy to the hypotheses of the lemma (and we are reduced to case 2). But this is clear. 0
If f : A* + B* is a function, recall from Section 1 that f .l is the function (f. l)(w) =
p-'f (w), where p is the longest prefix common to all words f(w), w E dom( f ).

Lemma 2.2. Let f', fi : A* t B* be two jiwctions, xl ,x2 E B*, and h : A* + B(*) be such that fi(w)=xih(w) for any w in dom(fl)=dom(f2)=dom(h).
Then fi.1=f2.1. for any x, y, the functions w H f(wx) and w H f(wy) are adjacent; hence also to the condition displayed in Theorem 2.l(ii) when f has a prefix-closed domain. By considering a subsequential transducer, it is easy to show that each subsequential function has bounded variation. This shows implication (i) + (ii) of the next result. We show that g-' preserves rationality. This follows from the next formula, for any
Proof. Observe that if
LCB*, g-'(L)= U {-A* lqo.
w=q, f(wqEL) YEQ
where Ku-r means {w E A* 1 wu E K} for K CA*. Hence, y-' preserves rationality.
More
If f :A*+B* is a function, define, as in Mohri [6] Suppose that f is subsequential.
Then, using the minimal subsequential transducer for f (see [6, 7] ), one may show that g is a sequential function, that h has finite image and that h-' preserves rationality. Conversely, these three conditions easily imply that ,f is subsequential. Now, suppose that f-' preserves rationality and has bounded variation, i.e. satisfies condition (ii) of Choffrut's theorem. Using the latter, one deduces that g and h satisfy the three properties above. However, it would be interesting to show directly, without this theorem, these three conditions. For an efficient algorithm allowing the construction of the minimal subsequential transducer, see [2] .
